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. Shop from the world's largest selection and best deals for Collectible Token Slot Machines.
Shop with confidence on eBay!Pachislo Slot Machine Operation Manual. 1. STEP 1 machines
have a mechanism located at the base. Some machines (Yamasa and Daido) will ONLY.Aug 12,
2012 . Hopper error, coin hopper is jammed or unplugged. I reset the machine to fix it. The
Japanese parlors that feature the vertical pinball machines known as pachinko usually have a
section devoted to slot, or pachislo machines, which bear a . Full text of "Arcade Game Manual:
Pachislo Yamasa". Note: Many of the newer machines require 3 tokens to be inserted for game
play. 4.. Error codes are the following: E-0/ (CE/CJ) A token slot is jammed. Push the. E-6/ (CO)
Prize error.1.0 PACHISLO SLOT MACHINE Operations / Maintenance / Modifications. ..
Aruze/Macy/Mizuho/Electrocoin/Yamasa/Olympia/Heiwa/Daido/NET All. . E-6/( CO) Prize error
Push the reset button E-7 Hopper overload Check the hopper.PACHISLO SLOT MACHINE
DETAILED INFORMATION. Don't see your machine in the database the CLICK HERE to add it.
Machines marked with or have . Yamasa Slot machine comes with few token in good
condition(this slot machine is made in japan by Yamasa co ltd (y-4-121)002022 for $299.
Roswell Pawn . Machine Database. Yamasa. KINNIKUMAN. NEW PULSAR EVOLUTION.
PLAYBOY LIMITED EDITION. ULTRAMAN SLOT. 2007. MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM.2004,
Yamasa Japan. 2000, Yamasa Japan. 1998, Yamasa Japan. All game's and machine's names,
images and videos are used for informational .
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